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WHO WE ARE
VDF Vertical specializes in design, fabrication
and installation of elevator cabs and interiors.
Since 1987, we have grown our reputation
as one of the leading Canadian fabrication
companies working with architects, designers,
property managers, elevator service
companies and construction companies.
VDF Vertical’s in-house manufacturing and
design teams work with our sales consultants
and management team, to ensure our clients
get the individualized customer service
they need and deserve. We are dedicated
to innovation, honesty and unwavering
commitment to quality.

STANDARD

VDF 100
The VDF 100 is our most
popular model. Clean
and sophisticated, this
modern looking interior
provides an easy and
functional elevator
interior update.

Interior particulars:
Ceilings:
Lightweight modular
panels, stainless steel
with high efficiency
LED recessed pot
lights.
Walls:
Five vertical firerated panels with
plastic laminate
and stainless steel
reveals, kick plates,
reskinned doors and
front return. Handrails
along rear walls.
Floors:
Choose from a
wide range of
high performance
porcelain or fire-rated
vinyl flooring styles to
match the interior.
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VDF 100M

STANDARD

VDF 200
The VDF 200 provides
a balance of refinement
and functionality.
Designed with a
range of uses in mind,
including residential and
commercial.

Interior particulars:
Ceilings:

VDF 200M

Lightweight modular
panels, stainless steel
with high efficiency
LED recessed pot
lights.
Walls:
Sixteen vertical
fire-rated panels
with plastic laminate
and stainless steel
reveals, kick plates,
reskinned doors and
front return. Handrails
along rear walls.
Floors:
Choose from a
wide range of
high performance
porcelain or fire-rated
vinyl flooring styles to
match the interior.
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STANDARD

VDF 300
The VDF series 300
provides a contemporary
styling that complements
so many modern decors.

Interior particulars:
Ceilings:
Lightweight modular
panels or island style
ceiling, stainless
steel with high
efficiency, recessed
LED pot lights
Walls:
Twelve horizontal
fire-rated panels with
plastic laminate and/
or textured stainless
steel. Stainless steel
reveals, kick plates,
reskinned doors and
front return. Handrails
along all non-access
walls with brushed
stainless steel
backing panels.
Floors:
Choose from a
wide range of
high performance
porcelain or firerated vinyl flooring
styles to match the
interior.
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VDF 300M

TRADITIONAL

VDF 400
The VDF series 400
evokes a classic ‘library
within an elevator’ feel.

Interior particulars:
Ceilings:

VDF 400M

Lightweight modular
panels, stainless
steel with high
efficiency LED
recessed pot lights.
Walls:
Seven, bordered
vertical fire-rated
veneer. Stainless
steel or veneer
reveals, kick plates,
reskinned doors and
front return. Handrails
along rear or nonaccess walls with
brushed stainless
steel backing panels.
Floors:
Choose from a
wide range of
high performance
porcelain or firerated vinyl flooring
styles to match the
interior.
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CONTEMPORARY

VDF 510
Elegant, polished and
high-end contemporary
elements set these styles
apart. A variety of rich
wall materials including
marbles and porcelains
offer a distinct style that
will please you, and your
tenants.
Interior particulars:
Ceilings:
Lightweight modular
panels or island style
ceiling, stainless steel
with high efficiency
LED recessed pot
lights.
Walls:
Vertical and horizontal
panels in a range of
designs and materials.
Stainless steel and
brushed aluminum
borders give a sharp
edged feel. Stainless
steel or veneer
reveals, kick plates,
reskinned doors and
front return. Handrails
along rear or nonaccess walls.
Floors:
Choose from a
wide range of
high performance
porcelain or fire-rated
vinyl flooring styles to
match the interior.
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VDF 550

DESIGNER

VDF 600
Use your imagination!
Utilize your own high
resolution photos or
designs or VDF would
be happy to provide a
range of ideas for you.
Either direct to the wall
or backlit designs will
wow your travellers!

Interior particulars:
Ceilings:

VDF 610

Lightweight modular
panels or island style
ceiling, stainless steel
with high efficiency
LED recessed pot
lights.
Walls:
Coloured tempered
glass or high quality
photos mounted with
approved tempered
glass. Reskinned
doors and front return.
Handrails along rear
or non-access walls.
Floors:
Choose from a
wide range of
high performance
porcelain or fire-rated
vinyl flooring styles to
match the interior.
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METALS AND PATTERNS
PLASTIC LAMINATE

Espresso
Pear

Select
Cherry

Smokey Black
Pear

Glow
Maple

TEXTURED AND ETCHED METALS
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Classic
Stripe

Wave

Autumn
Leaves

Brushed Brass
(#4 finish)

Wood
Pattern

Brushed
Silver

3SQ

5WL

Linen

CEILINGS
EGG CRATE
Lightweight and
economical with T8
fluorescent fixtures

MARBLE
Opaque, backlit with
T8 fluorescent fixtures

SEGMENTED
Popular lightweight
stainless steel sections,
brushed finish, with
high efficiency, low
profile LED potlights.

DROPPED ISLAND
Sophisticated ceiling
style with stainless
steel sections, butted
together with LED
potlights. Can also
include LED strip
lighting above the panel
for extra ambiance.
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RAILS
FLAT

ROUNDED
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NOTES
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